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DUXTON PLAIN PUBLIC HOUSING. SINGAPORE

PROPOSAL

The proposed public housing development at Duxton Plain, in the 

Central Area of Singapore, will be built by Singapore Housing & 

Development Board (HDB). It is part of an urban renewal strategy to 

attract new households into the city to rejuvenate the Tanjong Pagar 

area and is currently scheduled for completion in October 2007.

In view of the historical significance of the site as the place where the 

first public housing blocks were built by HDB in the area in 1963/4, the 

development is envisaged to be a landmark housing development. It 

can be built up to 50-story high, possibly making it the tallest public 

housing in Singapore.

Public housing in Singapore is no longer low-cost housing but rather 

quality affordable housing. The development calls for fresh, innovative 

and new approaches to designing high-density and very high-rise 

public housing to optimize land use and meet the lifestyle needs and 

rising aspirations of the residents. As public housing is a subsidized form 

of housing, the development will also be cost-effective in offering the 

best public housing available within the given budget.
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The Site:

> Site Area= 25,163 sqm

> Two existing housing blocks & vacant Duxton Plain CC to be 

demolished
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Requirement:

> Fresh, innovative & new ideas for high-density, very high-rise 

housing

- Environmentally responsive

- Creates strong sense of ownership & community

- Affordable, maintainable

> Illustrate how high-density, very high-rise living can:

- Be made more attractive & capitalize on good views

- Become landmark to surroundings, yet relate meaningfully 

to site context

-  Respond to needs & advantages of high-rise living

> Provide adequate, multi-volume, covered communal spaces

- Allow residents to meet

- Allow visual porosity

- Draw in greenery

> Respond to & comply with planning parameters & special 

requirements
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Site Photo
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SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

> Innovatively & meaningfully capture significance & historical 

memory of the site

> Re-site & integrate two plaques
l

i > Create meaningful relationship with CC as part of housing

community

> Increase visibility of CC thru' 25m (min) view corridor

> Maintain & integrate access off Cantonment Rd
I
| > Site planning & layout to capitalize of presence of adjacent

1 Duxton Plain Park
\

i > Seamlessly extend park both horizontally & vertically into housing
I

development

1 > Retain & integrate mature perimeter trees inch two trees planted
I

by SM Lee

> Provide effective external recreational & communal spaces

> Incorporate roof top & high level sky gardens

> Create strong urban design strategy for landmark & to contribute 

to skyline

> Form, massing & placement of blocks to minimize impact & allow 

for visual porosity
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PLANNING PARAMETERS:

> GPR /  GFA

- between 7.4 & 8.4

- 186,207 to 211,370 sqm

> Building Height

- Technical height control = 260 m RL

- Average ground level = 110.6 m RL

- Allowable bldg, height approx. 150.4m

> Building Setback

- No control along Cantonment /  Neil Rd, can be built up to 

the road

- Common boundary

• 3.0m, 7.5 m from Duxton Plain Park

> Inter-Building Spacing

- No control

- Comply with technical fire safety /  fighting requirements

> Site Coverage

- No control

> Floor to floor heights

- No control

- Multi-volume communal spaces encouraged to provide 

gathering spaces, give porosity, draw in greenery
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> Size

- Range of DUs allowed within two broad types:

• Type SI (2/3rds) = 80-100 sqm

• Type S2 (1/3rd) = 101 -110 sqm 

> Vehicular Access

- Access point off Cantonment Rd

- 50m from junction with Neil Road, 30m from bus lay-by

- Additional ingress from Neil Rd, if required
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INTRODUCTION OF SINGAPORE

Singapore is a densely populated city and increasingly so. For the past 

20 years, the population has grown from 2.2 to 3.2 million. In 2040 it is 

predicted that the number of people residing in Singapore will reach 

almost 5.5 million. On a land area of 647.5 sqkm, this translates into a 

current population density of 5965 people per square km, ballooning to 

8494 people per square km by 2040.

1. Geography

Location: Southeastern Asia, islands between Malaysia and 

Indonesia

Geographic coordinates: 1 22 N, 103 48 E 

Area:

total: 647.5 sq km 

land: 637.5 sq km 

water: 10 sq km

Area - comparative: slightly more than 3.5 times the size of 

Washington, DC
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Land boundaries: 0 km

Coastline: 193 km 

Maritime claims:

exclusive fishing zone: within and beyond territorial sea, as 

defined in treaties and practice 

territorial sea: 3 nm

Climate: tropical; hot, humid, rainy; no pronounced rainy or dry 

seasons; thunderstorms occur on 40% of all days (67% of days in 

April)

Terrain: lowland; gently undulating central plateau contains 

water catchments area and nature preserve

Elevation extremes:

lowest point: Singapore Strait 0 m 

highest point: Bukit Timah 166 m

Natural resources: fish, deepwater ports

Land use:

arable land: 2% 

permanent crops: 6% 

permanent pastures: 0%

9



forests and woodland: 5%

other: 87% (1993 est.)

Irrigated land: NA sq km 

Natural hazards: NA

Environment - current issues: industrial pollution: limited natural 

fresh water resources; limited land availability presents waste 

disposal problems; seasonal smoke/haze resulting from forest fires 

in Indonesia

Environment - international agreements:

party to: Biodiversity, Climate Change, Desertification,

Endangered Species, Hazardous Wastes, Law of the Sea, Nuclear 

Test Ban, Ozone Layer Protection, Ship Pollution 

signed, but not ratified: none of the selected agreements

Geography - note: focal point for Southeast Asian sea routes

2. Climate

Singapore lies just north of the Equator near Lat 1.5 deg N and Long 104 

deg E. Because of its geographical location and maritime exposure, its
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climate is characterized by uniform temperature and pressure, high 

humidity and abundant rainfall.

The climate of Singapore can be divided into two main seasons, the 

Northeast Monsoon and the Southwest Monsoon season, separated by 

two relatively short inter-monsoon periods.

SEASONS:

North-East Monsoon Season - December to March

Northeast winds prevail, sometimes reaching 20 km/h. Cloudy 

conditions in December and January with frequent afternoon showers. 

Spells of widespread moderate to heavy rain occur lasting from 1 to 3 

days at a stretch. Relatively drier in February till early March. Also 

generally windy with wind speeds sometimes reaching 30 to 40 km/h 

in the months of January and February.

Pre South-West Monsoon - April to May

Light and variable winds with afternoon and early evening showers 

often with thunder.

South-West Monsoon Season - June to September

Southeast/Southwest Winds. Isolated to scattered late morning and 

early afternoon showers. Early morning "Sumatra" line squalls are 

common. Hazy periods.
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Pre North-East Monsoon - October to November

Light and variable winds. Sea breezes in afternoon. Scattered showers 

with thunder in the late afternoon and early evening.

TEMPERATURE:

Diurnal range: Minimum 23 to 26 deg C and Maximum 31 to 34 deg C 

Extremes: Minimum of 19.4 deg C and Maximum of 35.8 deg C

RELATIVE HUMIDITY:

Diurnal range in the high 90's in the early morning to around 60 % in 

the mid-afternoon. Mean value is 84%, during prolonged heavy rain, 

relative humidity often reaches 100 %.

RAINFALL:

No distinct wet or dry season. Rainfall maximum occur in December 

and April. The drier months are usually in February and July.

3. Housing in Singapore

Singapore is a multi-racial island nation comprising of three main ethnic 

groups. In descending numbers, these groups are Chinese, Malays and 

Indians. Prior to erection of high-rise public housing, these ethnic groups 

generally lived in two types of housing: timber village houses with roofs 

of attap ( a combination of palm leaves, corrugated zinc plates or 

asbestos sheets); or shop houses of more permanent materials (such as 

brick and mortar, and later concrete). The former was found in 

ubiquitous semi-rural Chinese and Malay villages (kampong) in the
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peripheral areas of the island while the latter were found exclusively in 

the central downtown areas of the Singapore Island (around Duxton 

Plain).

Following the nation's rapid development and intensive building since 

1960s, Singapore has abandoned the low density planning and design 

character of the village (kampong) and shop houses, and has moved 

into structured high-rise, high-density constructions to optimize urban 

space utilization.

Nowadays, Singapore housing can be broadly classified into two main 

categories: landed housing and apartment housing, “ landed housing" 

includes detached bungalows, semi-detached bungalows and terrace 

houses built by commercial developers. “Apartment housing” , on the 

other hand, refer to flats built by the Singapore public housing authority 

(Housing and Development Board or HDB), condominiums (flats with 

common facilities like swimming pools and tennis courts) and private 

apartments built by commercial developers.

SHOP HOUSE

Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles was directly responsible not only for the 

founding of Singapore, but also for the vigorous planning of the young 

city. During his second visit to the island in 1819, Raffles outlined the blue
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print of the future city. With his initial plans for the town. Raffles allocated 

the area to the north of the river for official purposes and for the 

cantonment. The Chinese quarter was sited on the opposite marshy 

south bank of the river and a bridge was to be built to join the two sides. 

The Chinese, who already had a small presence in Singapore on 

Raffles' arrival, came from virtually every other city in South East Asia, as 

well as from the Southern ports of China. They settled in their allotted 

area on the south bank of the Singapore river, and it swelled to bursting 

point.

Having settled the grand plan for area allotment. Raffles then went on 

to lay down specific building regulations. He realized that restrictions 

were needed if the town was to grow in an organized and aesthetic 

way. As fro 1823 land could be purchased at auction on a permanent 

basis, and because of this, plot purchasers were now willing to spend 

money on their buildings, instead of making do with flimsy structures. 

Raffles regulated that in the town areas, roads flanked with houses were 

to run in intersecting straight lines, and were to be of specified width, 

and the buildings were to be no more than three storey high. 

Commercial buildings were to be constructed of brick with tiled roofs, 

and were to be given a solid brick or stone foundation. The five foot 

way, an arcaded covered walk running along the front of all 

commercial buildings, was obligatory to protect people from the
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effects of the weather, and also provide shelter for the small stalls and 

hawker businesses that were unable to afford premises. The facades of 

the buildings were to be generally uniform in character.

With these stringent regulations, the typical town architecture of 

Singapore took shape. Little if anything survives from this time, and very 

little was documented about the early Chinatown, but from early 

paintings one can see neat terraced rows of shop houses and 

residences, built in stuccoed brick, with red Chinese tiled roofs, and with 

the characteristic gable and interlocking tiles in a graceful curve over 

the obligatory five foot way. The facades of the terraces were plain with 

little or no ornament; perhaps the Chinese bat grill windows decorated 

the space above the two windows flanking the central door. As the 

plots were narrow, the houses were long and narrow, often three or four 

interconnecting rooms deep. In the center of the houses, it was 

customary to have an air well, open to the sky. These were essential for
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light and ventilation, as the early Chinatown houses backed onto one 

another with no rear lane or exit. The air wells were also used for water 

collection and storage, and large jars were placed around them to 

catch the rain water. All refuse and night soil was collected 

unhygienically, from the front. This standard type of Chinese terraced 

house is common to all parts of South East Asia, and also to Southern 

ports in China, such as Canton and Macau.
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Public Housing in Singapore

An active housing program in Singapore began in 1927 with the 

establishment of the Singapore Improvement Trust (SIT) by the British 

colonial government under the Singapore Improvement Ordinance. 

However, by 1942 SIT had only completed 2049 houses and 53 shops. 

From 1947 to 1959, the effort of the SIT in the subsequent 12 years was 

inadequate to provide housing to the population, which grew to 1.6 

million by 1959, and 40,000 units were built by the public and private 

sectors during this period, accommodating only 300,000 persons.

The present government, which took office in 1959, established the 

Housing Development Board (HDB) on February 1, 1960. The Board 

immediately planned two five-year building programs to build 50,000 

and 60,000 units respectively. Within 35 years, it built 700,000 flats 

housing 86% of the population. Of the people living in HDB flats, nine out 

of ten own their own homes.

The Planning of Housing Estates

The location of housing estates follows broadly the master plan of 

Singapore with reference to transportation and proximity to 

employment. The Mass Rapid Transit System provides direct linkage 

among the housing estates and with the central business district. Thus
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the housing estates will serve both residential functions and as 

subcenters of commercial, industrial, and service activities. In each 

housing estate the overall layout of the road network is scaled down 

systematically from the major heavy traffic roads leading to the new 

towns to the low traffic cul-de-sacs in the precincts. Buildings are 

grouped within each precinct to define boundaries for easy recognition. 

Communal facilities are located to promote a stronger sense of 

community living among residents. Major structures such as town 

centers and religious buildings are strategically located among the 

residential buildings to give each neighborhood district landmarks.

Neighborhood and town centers are established in each housing 

estate to meet the needs of the residents. Shopping and other 

communal and recreational facilities are provided. In addition sites are 

found for the building of schools, homes for the aged, child care 

centers, community centers and sport complexes to provide the 

residents with amenities normally available in the downtown areas. The 

housing estates are self-contained in social activities and have a sense 

of identity and cohesion.

Well-landed parks, gardens, and recreation areas are provided in the 

housing estates to beautify the environment. Children's playgrounds 

are located near the housing blocks, and gardens and parks are
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decorated with colorful flowering trees. More recently fruit trees of 

different varieties have also been planted. The “green city" image of 

Singapore is enhanced by the foliage, color and fragrance of the 

vegetation and the landscaping modifies and softens the otherwise 

regimental appearance of the estates.

In the 1960, public or low cost housing was built on a large scale to 

address the pressing national housing shortage in Singapore. It also 

signaled the beginning of a lifestyle change for Singaporeans, with a 

transition from a village-style living to high- density, high-rise living. 

Singaporeans have adapted well to this new environment with many 

now choosing to stay in high-rise developments, often preferring higher 

floors for the privacy and the scenic views provided.

Today, Singapore is unique among modern cities, with more than 86%of 

Singaporeans living in public housing estates built by the Government. 

Of these, 90%own their own home. The estates are clean and green, 

and well served by shops, schools, recreational and communal facilities, 

and an efficient network of roads and public transportation systems.

All public housing developments in Singapore are undertaken by the 

Housing & Development Board (HDB). Besides providing affordable and
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high quality public housing, HDB's mission is also to help build and 

sustain communities

Before 1960

Prior to 1960, Singapore was recovering from the effects of World War II 

and establishing its governance. The lack of proper housing was 

aggravated by an exponential increase in population. Overcrowded 

shophouses, lacking proper sanitation facilities, public utilities and 

communal facilities, grew haphazardly into slums.

The Housing and Development Board (HDB) was formed on 1 February 

1960 to address the housing shortage.

Confronted with this urgent and massive task, HDB's first priority was to 

maximise the construction of housing units in the shortest time possible 

and at the lowest cost. The emphasis was on quantity. One- or two-

19605
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room dwelling units, with toilet and kitchen facilities, were built. The

design was simple and functional.

1970s

By the early 1970's, about one-third of the population had already been 

housed in HDB flats. This period was marked by rapid construction and 

crystallisation of the 'comprehensive town planning' approach. Towns 

were planned with a comprehensive range of facilities such as a Town 

Centre, Neighbourhood Centres, bus interchange, schools, sports 

complexes, landscaped parks and even factories. Each 

neighbourhood was self-sufficient in terms of open spaces, playgrounds, 

landscaping elements and surface car parks.
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1980s

In the 1980's more importance was placed on providing a quality living 

environment. The 'precinct concept' was introduced to foster residents' 

identity with their neighbourhood and to promote social interaction.

The precincts, comprising 400-600 dwelling units, were equipped with a 

landscaped open space for communal and recreational facilities. The 

precincts were linked to one another by landscaped pedestrian paths 

to form neighbourhoods. Emphasis was placed on creating a 'Total 

Living Environment' to meet residents' needs for a quality living 

environment, recreation and accessibility to facilities.
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1990s

The 1990's saw increased emphasis on creating a quality and 

picturesque environment, as well as a strong visual identity for the 

precinct, neighbourhood and town. Landmark buildings, landscaping, 

open spaces, special architectural features and finishes helped to 

achieve a sense of identity and territorial exclusivity. Special attention 

was also given to the preservation of natural landscape features such 

as hills and rivers.
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New Millennium

In the new millennium, there will be a need to cater to residents who are 

better educated, better informed and more well-travelled with higher 

earning power. With changing lifestyles and rising expectations, it is 

necessary to make Singapore the 'Best Home for Singaporeans'. Future 

public housing towns and their new generation of flats are thus 

envisaged to be not only functional, but also picturesque and unique.

At the same time, it is important that residents living in the older estates 

are not left out. This is being done through a well-planned Estate 

Renewal Strategy (ERS) programme, which upgrades the general living 

environment of older estates.
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Welfare of the elderly and their housing needs are also gaining 

importance. The Studio Apartment Scheme enables residents who are 

55 years old and above to cash in on their housing assets by selling their 

existing flats and purchasing smaller ones. They are then able to enjoy 

additional income and be assured of having homes designed 

specifically to meet their needs.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

Tropic Climate in Singapore

*
/

I
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THE TROPICS

TEMPERATURE

HIGH 36 deg 

LOW  i 20 deg

RELATIVE HUMIDITY

HIGH 75%

LOW ! 45%

The moderate-to-high temperature and solar radiation, high humidity, and 

slight to moderate winds are typical features of the Singapore climate. 

While the daily temperatures are not as high as those in the hot arid 

region discomfort is experienced mainly because of high humidity. 

Discomfort is further aggravated by solar radiation, which may be intense 

during certain periods, even in partially cloudy sky conditions. To 

overcome thermal discomfort the inhabitants of the region traditionally 

wear light clothing and cooling is provided by air movement around the 

body, which loses heat by the evaporation of perspiration.
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We likely all realize that hot summer days feel much worse when the 

humidity is high. This is related to the cooling effects of evaporation when 

we perspire. When the humidity is high, our perspiration evaporates more 

slowly and we feel warmer. When the combination of temperature and 

humidity is very high, we are actually at more risk from heat illness such as 

heat cramps, heat exhaustion and heat stroke. In 1965, Canadian 

meteorologists devised a scale called the Humidex that attempts to take 

both heat and humidity into account to give us a single value that we 

can use to help guide our actions on hot and humid days.

In countries having areas with more tropical climates, extreme Humidex 

values are much more common. Readings in the mid to high 30s should 

signal caution and reduction of vigorous exercise as well as altering 

clothing. If working or recreating outdoors, frequent rest breaks in the 

shade are warranted as well as drinking plenty of fluids. Replenishing
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electrolytes with any of a number of sport drinks currently available is 

useful.

At extremely high values of 40 degrees or more, heatstroke is increasingly 

likely. People should stay out of the heat and stop unnecessary activities.

H u m id e x

Temperature Relative Humidity
in Celsius 25% 30% 40% p0% 60% |70% p0% 90% 100%
38 42 43 47 |54 ^7 ! ■

37 Un 42 — 45l 49 54 ! ■ l | 5 8  U  h *
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35 37 38 42 45 48 51 54 g j
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33 34 36 38 42 44 47
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= Beyond the Earth atmosphere’s ability to hold water vapor.
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Humidex - General Heat Stress Index
Danger Category Humidex Heat Syndrome

Extreme Danger > 55 Heatstroke imminent with
continued exposure.

Danger 40 - 54

Great discomfort. Avoid
exertion. Seek a cool shady 
location. Heat cramps or heat 
exhaustion likely. Heat stroke 
possible with continued
exposure and / or physical 
activity.

Extreme Caution 30 - 39

Some discomfort. Heatstroke, 
heat exhaustion and heat cramps 
possible with prolonged 
exposure and / or physical 
activity.

Caution < 29

Little discomfort. Fatigue 
possible with prolonged 
exposure and / or physical 
activity.

NOTE: Degree of heat stress may vary with age, health and body 
characteristics.

Hot air, radiation, humidity and appreciable air movement

When the air is hot (equal to or above skin temperature) so that the 

convection element is positive, when surface temperatures are warm or 

there is a substantial radiant heat source, so that the radiant element is 

also positive, and when the air is humid (but less than 100% RH) the 

movement of air will accelerate evaporation thus increase heat 

dissipation: even if Its temperature is higher than that of the skin. This has
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)

►

) limited value, the layer of air in immediate contact with the skin soon
i
i becom e saturated which prevents any further evaporation from the skin.
i

Faster moving air will remove this saturated air envelope and the 

evaporation process can continue, discomfort may occur if air velocities 

exceed around 1.5m/s.

Experience of inhabitants in Singapore shows that, provided that the 

dwellings are well-ventilated to remove excess heat caused by people 

and appliances, the residents with light clothing may be kept reasonably 

comfortable by means of fans.

Ventilation

It is well known that the wind speed at some height above ground level is 

normally higher than near the ground due to fractional loss to terrains, 

buildings, and vegetation that reduces the wind flow. Consequently high- 

rise apartments receive more breezes than low-rise ones. It follows that for 

a certain density, the land coverage of high-rise apartments will be less 

than that of the low-rise ones as the spacing between high-rise buildings is 

wider. An unobstructed air flow due to wide spacing between buildings 

gives better ventilation through the apartments.

Dutt (1984) demonstrated by wind tunnel tests that typical apartments of
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the HDB could give wind velocity coefficients between 0.12 and 0.36 at 

level one, 0.24 to 0.40 at level seven when the wind was at the right angle 

to the building, and 0.17 to 0.45 at level one, and 0.31 to 0.51 at level 

seven of the same building with the wind coming at the same direction 

but at 45 °to the building facade. As cooling breezes are necessary at all 

times in the hot humid region, it is evident that high-rise apartments have 

better thermal environments.
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Adequate ventilation not only provides a healthy and odorless 

environment, it also removes heat in a given space due to sensible and 

latent heat given out by occupants and appliances. In the hot humid 

tropics the provision of natural cross-ventilation through the living space 

could keep the indoor temperature rise to a minimum provided that solar 

radiation is absent from the living space. Some Singapore's architect 

found that the increase of ventilation from two to ten changes per hour 

could minimize the increase of the indoor temperature to about VC 

above outdoor air temperature. As ten air changes per hour are normally 

available in high-rise buildings, the indoor temperature of the living space 

is not likely to rise above that of the outdoor temperature to more than

1 °C or so.



Urban Design Consideration

A major objective of city planning in the tropics should be to create a 

microclimate which is conducive to comfortable living and which 

enhances the use of open spaces within and between buildings.

In order to encourage the use of outdoor space and natural ventilation, 

the environment must be modified. Traffic noise and dust must be 

screened off or separated from residential areas. Although cars and 

pedestrians can mix at certain intensifies, vehicles can be obliged to 

comply wit restraints in pedestrian dominated area.

The land use and building form concepts should enable extensive vertical 

and horizontal landscaping and pedestrian routes should be enhanced 

by the provision of adequate shade and natural ventilation.

The Urban Form that could result from Urban Design 

guidelines.
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ecologically 

-conscious 

city form for 

the tropics is 

the climate.

Tropical 

streets 

should be 

"high and 

narrow" in 

order to 

benefit fromMesiniaga Tower by Ken Yeang of T&R Hamzah and Yeang
shading

from adjoining buildings; rather than "low and wide". The tropical street 

should be less open-to-sky than a street in a temperate climate. Rainwater, 

much of which is presently wasted, should be stored and utilized.

The tropical breezes can be utilized to cool buildings and although the 

monsoon winds are unpredictable in both speed and direction, they 

generally blow from the north or the south and hence this should 

determine the orientation of buildings.
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Transport and Mobility

The construction of networks of expressways and highways assumes the 

car will be the dominant method of transportation in the 21st century 

Asian city. Some doubts have already been expressed about the wisdom 

of this assumption predictions have been made that at the present rate of 

use, oil will run out by the year 2040. The best scenario gives us until 2075. 

Greater emphasis must therefore be placed on efficient public transport 

systems, reductions in private cars, use of alternative renewable sources of 

energy and the planned proximity of home and work.

Revised Zoning Principles

The practice of zoning the functions of cities dates back to the beginning 

of the 20th century and as the industrialization process gathered 

momentum, it led to the sepa of residence from workplace, of commerce 

and shopping from recreation. Urbanization, in the tropics requires a 

review of the symbiotic relationship between these various functions within 

a com pact city form - only the most polluting functions being separated 

off. Vertical zoning through multi-level and multi-functional urban clusters 

should be the aim.

A land use strategy emerges which would create a markedly different 

physical form for Southeast Asian cities in the 21st century. One which 

would be more ecologically responsive, which would seek to conserve 

more rural land and which would recognize the finite nature of fossil fuels.

Urban Design



The second level a t which the design of cities must be considered is the 

level of Urban Design, a t a scale smaller than the strategic plan but larger 

than the individual building.

Urban Design in the Tropical Asian City must create a pollution-free, cool 

environment. Everyday life in the tropics should include a high level of use 

of outdoor space, however the uncomfortable conditions which result 

from the climate, especially the humidity and the heat in the afternoon, 

must be overcome by the provision of shade and shelter.

Urban Design principles should underpin the strategic planning objectives 

and emphasize:

• The climatic responsiveness of the plan including the 

orientation of major buildings in relation to the sun and wind.

• Extensive use of vegetation as an integral part of urban 

design in order to reduce the 'heat island' effect.

• Screening of traffic noise, fumes and dust generated by 

major highways.

• The proximity of work and residence. This requires the wider 

acceptance of mixed-use developments which create a 

synergy.

• Pedestrianisation and the reduction of the need to use motor 

cars.

• Integrated public transport particularly Mass Transit and Light 

Rail systems.

In 1989 a team of architects/planners led by Tay Kheng Soon, Chua Beng 

Huat and Robert Powell were invited by the Singapore Minister of National 

Development to test the tropical city agenda by producing a Design
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Guide Plan for Kampong Bugis 270ha site. It resulted in a city form which 

was a departure from existing practice.

Kampong Bugis Design Guide Plan An orthogonal grid is used oriented 

towards the approximate direction of monsoon winds and coastal 

breezes.

Urban Design Guidelines were proposed based on the following principles:

• Mixed-use developments should be encouraged, obnoxious 

activities should be excluded.

• All buildings should respect the views and ventilation of 

adjacent buildings.

• Buildings should not transmit heat to other buildings. Surfaces 

of the building should be clad with low heat reflecting 

materials.

• Every building is deemed to have removed natural 

vegetation. This should be restored by horizontal and vertical 

planting.



Wind movement from the north-cast and south-west 

monsoons should not be prevented from flowing through the 

city. Tall buildings should endeavor to channel wind into the 

wind passages.

Buildings should be orientated to maximize exposure to 

prevailing winds and to minimize solar heat gain.

Openings in the built form, such as windows, louvers, 

balconies and verandahs, should facilitate natural ventilation 

and cross-flow of wind.

Buildings should incorporate shaded covered walkways. 

Canopies, balconies and terraces should provide sun-shading. 

Lift cores and service cores should be located on the hot 

(west and east) sides of buildings.

Every building should incorporate measures to collect, filter 

and use rainwater for the watering of plants, evaporative 

cooling of building surfaces and general cleaning purposes. 

Solar energy should be utilized. Tax incentives could be 

provided for the capital cost of installing solar energy devices.



Ecological Building
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FAQADE DESIGN & CASE STUDY

Envelope forms ore extremely important for the high-rise building design. 

Facade is the only way to connect the interior space and the outside. 

The relationship of envelope and bearing system determines the 

relationship of interior and exterior -  including ventilation, shading, noise 

reduction, etc.

1 Introduction

1.1. History of Tall Building

For century, mankind has given important structures special height. 

Gothic cathedrals reached upward. Since before the 16th century, the 

campanile at St. Mark's in Venice has been a landmark. Its romantic 

slender form inspired many American towers in the 20th century, such as 

a number of tall buildings in New York City.
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Fig. 1.1 The campanile was a reminder of God's omnipresence, 

made visible to all within the town and out in the fields.

The tall buildings, like any other architectural form, had gone through a 

long period of evolution. The tall office building was the result of a 

unique combination of industrialization, business, and real estate during 

a period of unparalleled physical and economic growth and expansion 

in American cities. To a significant degree, the tall building was made 

possible through innovations in steel-frame technology and the 

invention of the elevator by Elisha Graves Otis in 1853.

1 Development of the Elevator

From ancient times through the Middle Ages, and into the 13th century, 

man or animal power was the driving force behind hoisting devices.

By 1850 steam and hydraulic elevators had been introduced, but it was 

in 1852 that the landmark event in elevator history occurred: the 

invention of the world's first safety elevator by Elisha Graves Otis.

The first passenger elevator was installed by Otis in New York in 1857. 

After Otis' death in 1861, his sons, Charles and Norton, built on his 

heritage, creating Otis Brothers & Co. in 1867.
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By 1873 over 2,000 Otis elevators were in use in office buildings, hotels 

and department stores across America, and five years later the first Otis 

hydraulic passenger elevator was installed.

The Era of the Skyscraper followed.... and in 1889 Otis revealed the first 

successful direct-connected geared electric elevator machines.

In 1898 overseas business had added to the company's growth, and 

Otis Brothers merged with 14 other elevator entities to form the Otis 

Elevator Company.

In 1903 Otis introduced the design that would become the "backbone" 

of the elevator industry: the gearless traction electric elevator, 

engineered and proven to outlast the building itself. This ushered in the 

age of high-rise structures, ultimately including New York's Empire State 

Building and World Trade Center, Chicago's John Hancock Center, and 

Toronto's CN Tower.

Throughout all these years, Otis innovations in automatic controls have 

included the Signal Control System, Peak Period Control, the Otis 

Autotronic System, and Multiple Zoning. Otis is a world leader in
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developing computer technology, and the company has 

revolutionized elevator controls, generating dramatic improvements in 

elevator response time and ride quality.

2 Development of Steel-frame Construction

The initial application of ferrous metal for structural building 

components was in the form of cast-iron columns and wrought-iron 

beams. The iron columns made it possible to reduce greatly the 

thickness of the walls compared to earlier requirements for masonry 

construction. Thus the transition was made from bearing wall to skeleton 

frame construction, with the frame designed to resist lateral wind loads 

as well as gravity loads.

Structural steel shapes became available in 1885 and greatly 

accelerated the development of tall buildings. The high strength and 

modulus of elasticity of steel were advantageous from the viewpoints of 

both structural and stiffness. As a result, steel as a material was ideally 

suited for tall building structures.

Today steel-frame construction is one of the most efficient and 

cost-effective construction types for tall buildings. It is used extensively 

throughout the world for mid-rise and high-rise building types and finds
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application for most super tall building structures. Steel framing is used 

widely because of its ductility in wind and seismic loading conditions, its 

relative strength to its light weight, its ease of assembly and field 

installation, and its economy in transport to the site. Typically, 

steel-framed buildings are clad with other sheathing materials such as 

glass, stone veneers, metal panels, or masonry veneers or panels. The 

frame can either be hidden by the cladding materials or it can be 

expressed as a component of the architectural aesthetics of the 

building.

3 Four “Skyscraper Ages”

Whereas masonry highrrise buildings could be built to 16 stories, the steel 

frame made tall buildings structurally stronger, more flexible, and more 

economical. Therefore the once load-bearing requirements of the 

structural masonry wall could now be reduced to a thin veneer of 

masonry, stone, or even glass. The evolution of the tall building, 

therefore, is the result of the integration of technological and 

engineering innovations with architectural expression. The impact of this 

development was holistic, affecting not only the form of the tall building, 

but also the construction, materials, and stylistic imagery of the facade.
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The first skyscraper age began with the invention of the elevator in 1853 

and lasted until 1908-1909. During this period, architects in Chicago 

attempted to adapt existing building types to new heights allowed by 

elevators.

The second skyscraper age or eclectic period occurred in New York 

and started with Singer Building (1908) and the Metropolitan Life 

Insurance Company tower (1909). These buildings were characterized 

by the exuberant possibilities inherent in the skyscraper style and 

exploited the potential for vertical expression related to the facades, 

the articulated base, expressive tops, and ornamentation. This phase 

lasted until the mid-1930s and was brought to a close by the Great 

Depression.

The third skyscraper age started after World War II and lasted until the 

mid-1970s. It saw the emergence of high-rise buildings as the dominant 

variation of the skyscraper style. International style modernism, with its 

emphasis on abstract, stereo metric massing and sleek glass 

curtain-wall construction derived its stylistic and theoretical inspiration 

from European modernists like Walter Gropius and Mies van der Rohe.

The fourth skyscraper age -  post-modernism, late-modernism, and
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high-tech -  begin in the late 1970s and continue today. The 

post-modern style, considered retrograde by some architects, places 

primary emphasis on the scale, context, and stylistic characteristics of 

the facade. Post-modernism represents an attempt to realign modern 

technology and construction methods with historical architecture styles, 

scale, proportion, and urban design principles. Late-modern 

architecture is an adaptation and continuation of modernist principles 

to complex issues of theory and context. High-tech architecture, on the 

other hand, exploits technology to its fullest by articulating the structural 

and mechanical systems of the building as an expression of the facade, 

function, and building form.

1.2. History of Facades in Tall Building

1. The Architectural Expression of Facades

The first tall buildings were the immediate result of a demand for more 

accommodations and a high land values, combined with the invention 

of the elevator by Elisha Graves Otis.

Three common reasons, excluding aesthetics, for high rise building:

(1) shortage of land, resulting in inflated land values, as in the case of
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cities such as Hong Kong

(2) a need for a concentration of certain functions in close association.

(3) Prestige.

In the late 1880s and early 1890s, the problem that Sullivan and the 

other architects of the Chicago school were facing was the problem of 

the expression of the facade of the steel-frame office building. Sullivan 

himself grasped at once that the new form of engineering was 

revolutionary, demanding an equally revolutionary architectural mode. 

To Sullivan masonry construction had become a thing of the past. The 

old idea of superimposition had to give away to the imperatives of 

vertical continuity in the expression of the facade of a tall office 

building.

Sullivan and the Articulated Frame

Louis Sullivan addressed the theoretical problem of the architectural 

expression of steel-framed tall buildings in The Tall Building Artistically 

Considered in 1896 and became the first architect to give architectural 

expression to the steel-frame tall building facade.

The evolution of the express of the steel frame in the building facade
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was incremental. Facades that were true frames did not appear all at 

once, but were derived in part from the prefabricated cast-iron fronts 

that were widely used in the late 19th century. The Rookery and the 

Monadnock buildings are clearly transitional buildings, which point 

toward the development of the expression of the frame of the facade. 

Whereas the Monadnock is treated entirely as a load-bearing, structural 

masonry building. Root lightens the Romanesque facade of the 

Rookery by opening it with large areas of glazing and carrying the 

vertical expression of the structural piers from the columns at the base 

all he way to the cornice. Only on the interior of the building is one 

made explicitly aware of the lightweight cast-iron frame contrasted 

with the masonry and terra-cotta cladding of the facade. In the 

Sullivan's best known work, the Carson Pirie Scott department store in 

Chicago (1889-1904), the horizontal, rather than vertical, expression of 

the upper part is determined largely by the underlying grid of the 

structural steel. The ultimate achievement of the Loop architects was 

that they created a direct and fundamental expression of the 

commercial tall building facade
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1.2 Carson Pirie Scott

2. Modernism and the International style

The international style architecture promoted by the European school 

of Groupius, Mies, and Le Corbusier characterized modern architecture 

as austere, abstract, elite, and avant-garde. "Modernistic" architecture, 

in contrast, was neither pure nor revolutionary; it fused the ornamental 

and exotic into what was, essentially, the last decorative style -  art 

moderne or art deco.

1) Structural Symbolism
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Mies articulated the quintessential twentieth-century tension between 

art and technology, between idea and reality. Structure in its most pure 

and perfect form was enclosed in a sheer curtain of shaped glass. The 

concept of the aesthetic qualities of material and building structure 

was inseparable from the technological innovations that made it a 

creative possibility, elevating structure and its expression to a higher, 

symbolic level on a plane with the aspirations of Gothic architecture.

The IBM Building (1967-1970) was the Mies's last, and perhaps best, 

office building constructed in the United States. The 51-story building is 

raised on steel columns framing a glass-enclosed lobby. Mechanical
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I
I

floors establish horizontal data at the 18th floor and the topmost floors of 

the building. The large-scale column grid creates wide-bay elevations 

which are further broken in scale by smaller aluminum mullions. 

Spandrel panels coinciding with the horizontal beams and floor levels 

create a distinctive pattern of dark horizontal bands. The subtle 

interplay between horizontal and vertical elements enhances the 

verticality of the IBM Building while relating contextually to the horizontal 

emphasis of the loop architecture. Mies’s concern for the contextual 

environment is also reflected in the solution for IBM’s curtain wall. IBM’s 

curtain wall combines three elements -  double glazing, a complete 

thermal break between the interior and exterior of the building, and a 

system to equalize pressure within the skin to prevent air leakage or 

infiltration normally caused by the pressure differential between a 

building's interior and exterior. The sophisticated mechanical systems, 

designed to control the environment for housing computers, reclaim 

heat dissipated by people, lights, and machines. A plastic thermal 

barrier separating the curtain wall from the frame reduces heat transfer 

from interior to the exterior of the building. The net result was that all 

these elements worked together to produce a more efficient curtain 

wall with less heat loss and heat gain in comparison with other buildings 

which had considerably less glass area.
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Building

Another characteristically Miesian detail, the articulated featured on 

the IBM building. To express the corner and visually continue the facade 

around the corner of the building, he set two continuous vertical I 

beams oriented at 90°angles to one another at each corner. These I 

beams are identical to the vertical pattern of I beams attached to the 

elevations, corresponding to the structural columns and the vertical 

window mullion. Unlike later curtain-wall buildings emphasizing a taut, 

monolithic skin with little or no surface articulation defining glass and 

mullion, the IBM Building's window frames are slightly raised with the
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spandrel panels recessed, thereby differentiating glass, spandrel, and 

mullion.

Mies’s architecture goal was to achieve a building expression which 

directly reflected the pure use of materials using an absolute economy 

of means. To achieve this end, he could not rely on ornamentation or 

superfluous detail. Rather, he was limited to the absolute rational and 

minimal use of materials in the creation of purely egalitarian, 

uninterrupted space. Economy was primarily reflected in the use of 

materials rather than in the actual construction or detailing of the 

building.

2) Le Corbusier and the “Free Facade”

The corollary to Le Corbusier's “free plan” in the vertical plan was the 

“free facade", which was achieved through the separation of the 

load-bearing columns from the exterior walls enclosing the interior 

space. Without interference of the structural elements in the facade, Le 

Corbusier was free to develop facade in an autonomous manner from 

the building plan and section. This approach is in contrast with the 

functionalist or structuralist approach to composing facades espoused 

by Groupius in the case of the former, and by Mies van de Rohe in the
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case of the latter.

. 1.5 Unite d'Habitation,

To maintain proportional control over the facade in the manner of 

classical architecture, Le Corbusier employed "regulating lines". The 

proportioning device was in accordance with the golden section. Using 

the concept of the “free facade", Le Corbusier was free to express the 

facade as a screen of pure form and geometry. Further more, he was 

able to apply innovative technologies to the facade to regulated 

direct sunlight and shade interior space within the building, such as the 

brise soleil and light shelves, which give the facade a layered, 

three-dimensional appearance.

Both Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe contributed in totally unique 

and unparalleled manner in defining the principles of modernism and in 

producing the great archetypical buildings of modern architecture. 

Perhaps Mies best illustrates the pure expression of Gothic structural.
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particularly as applied to the tall building. Le Corbusier, on the other 

hand, contribute more to the symbolic and cultural meaning of 

architectural form and ideas. Whereas Mies sought minimalism and 

reductiveness, Le Corbusier sought richness and articulation.

International style modernism continued to spread through the United 

States for about four decades. However, the impetus for its success lies 

less in its aesthetic doctrine less than the economy of the postwar 

period as glass curtain walls became cheaper than masonry and as the 

decline in craftsmanship made it expedient to simplify building 

construction and ornamentation.

3. Post-modernism and Classical Eclecticism

1) Post-Modern Facades

The post-modern buildings of the late 1970s through the 1980 signified to 

return to historical precedents as inspiration for the design, scale, and 

materials of the tall building facades. The abstract, monolithic 

international style glass box gave way to traditional issue of urban and 

human scale, reaffirming the pedestrian scale of the streetscape. 

Furthermore, as the abstract imagery of modernist-inspired high-rise
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architecture began to lose its appeal, clients once again became 

receptive to alternative architectural styles.

Building like the AT&T building (1982) in New York and Humana 

headquarters building (1982-1984) in Louisville, Kentucky, dramatically 

altered the public’s impression of what high-rise architecture ought to 

look like. Both buildings restored the tripartite relationship of base, shaft, 

and crown. Both buildings evoke historical imagery combined with 

monumental scale, which represents a conscious realignment of 

modern architecture with historical architectural principles governing 

the aesthetics of the building and its facades.

2) Classical Eclecticism

The appropriation of classical proportion, motifs, and elements in recent 

tall building designs has impacted the manner in which architects think 

about and respond to tall building facades as they relate to the scale 

and the stylistic imagery of the buildings as well as the context of the 

urban streetscape. Historically there seem to have been two parallel 

conceptual tracks dealing with the expression of the tall building. The 

first is the concept that the architectural aesthetic of the building 

reflects its structural realities. This is the problem that Sullivan sought to
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resolve and that Mies continued to deal with when he arrived Chicago. 

The second concept is primarily an issue of aesthetics, which links the 

design of the tall buildings to stylistic precedents, such as Gothic and 

classical architectural styles. Throughout the history of tall building 

design, these concepts have converged and diverged. Classical 

eclecticism represents a departure from the imperative of structure as a 

chief generator of architectural style.

The R. R. Donnelley Building (1993) in Chicago is modeled after the 

tripartite organization of a classical column. However, its classically 

inspired literalism goes a step further by emulating a Greek temple 

vertically "stretched” into a tall building. The building's exterior glass 

curtain wall and white granite cladding combine abstracted classical 

details, such as the pedimented windows in the granite-clad base and 

the cross-gabled, pedimented summit. However, the shaft remains an 

international style glass box minimally articulated with vertically stacked 

pilasters and horizontal granite spandrels. The vertical elements reflect 

the varied spacing of the interior bays, and the continuous horizontal 

courses indicate special 5.5m-high floors. However, with no 

differentiation in depth separating horizontal from vertical, the pilasters 

and spandrels read more like ribbons on a gift box and flatten the 

overall dimensional reading of the shaft.
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Fig. 1.6 R.R. Donnelley Building, Chicago



2. Geometrical & Technical Aspects of Facades

2.1 Style and Imagery of Facades

It is important to recognize that tall building design is a holistic process, 

and it is impossible to consider formal and aesthetic principles in 

isolation without reference to technology and construction. The 

relationship of tall building facades to the urban streetscape involves a 

consideration of social values, followed by special reference to 

questions of scale and traditional design principles versus contemporary 

expressions of architectural design objectives.

Facades of tall buildings have a significant influence on the image 

ability and symbolism of tall buildings. Kenneth Turney Gibbs, writing 

about the tall office building as corporate image and one of the most 

visible symbols of American capitalism in the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries, states that it has frequently been used to illustrate both the ill 

and virtues of American society. Expressly due to the ease with which 

the typology lends itself to nonarchitectural treatment, even had it not 

originated in America, the tall building would have still been considered 

a visible embodiment of the American economic system.
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The Machine Aesthetic

After World War II, the economics of large-scale construction had 

changed. There are no longer as many artisans available to execute 

the elaborate handwork that ornamented buildings of art moderne 

and art deco styles. Adapting more and more to standardization, 

buildings were becoming more machine-made, and this had a 

profound impact on the image, construction, and technology of the tall 

building facade. Simple, abstract, and austere surfaces free of 

ornamentation were embraced by architects as criteria for a new 

aesthetic appropriate to the late 20th century.

1) The First Machine Age

The first machine age evolved its architectural theory and practice 

during the first quarter of the 20th century and continued until about the 

mid-1960s. The machines of the first machine age of the early 20th 

century were light, subtle, clean, and could be handled by educated 

people in the new electric suburbs. One of the symbols for this new and 

dynamic age was the tall building. The pristine steel and glass 

curtain-walled machine aesthetic of high-rise construction was 

perfectly suited to modernist ideology.



2) The Second Machine Age

The second machine age. Beginning in the early 1980s and continuing 

through the present, is different from the first in several important 

aspects. Flexibility, change, and movement, an important component 

of the work of Archigram in England, the Dutch stucturalists, and the 

Japanese metabolists, contrast significantly with futurism's application 

of movement to static monuments. Standardized production, 

embraced by the early modernists as a panacea to supplant historical 

styles and eclecticism, is eschewed by the second machine aesthetic 

for variation. Since computerized assembly lines can vary components 

with ease, architecture can be adapted to individual needs like any 

other commodity. Furthermore, architects using standardized “kit of 

parts” might easily reconfigure the component elements to suit building 

types, functions, contexts, and user preferences.

2.2 Frame, Wall and Cladding

The requisite durability and the necessary construction requirements 

often demand materials that are not harmony with the true purpose of 

the building. The architect's general task is to provide a warm and
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livable space. In the introduction to Comparative Building Theory, 

Gottfried Semper (1850) identifies four basic elements of primitive 

building -  the hearth, mound, roof, and enclosure. The roof and the 

supporting column are treated as a unit, leaving enclosure as a 

separate non-load-bearing element, serving to demarcate space.

Enclosure and Structure

The enclosure system is the primary and essential architectural element, 

as opposed to the structural support of the wall. The cladding of the 

wall not only was response to the functional requirements of the climate, 

but most importantly, defined the architectural parameters of the 

space and embodied an aesthetic intention as well. The direct linkage 

of the functional, spatial, environmental, and aesthetic characteristics 

of the most utilitarian and tectonic architectural conditions 

characterized the discourse that led to the modern movement in 

architecture.

2.3 Composition and Aesthetics of Facades

The wall defines the boundaries that define the space where life take 

place. The wall or facade is composed of elements and consists of
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stories that are more or less distinguished from each other. This 

distinction is addressed by means of subordinate elements such as 

columns, architraves, arches, windows, bases, and cornices. Together 

these elements constitute a built figure. The composition of elements 

usually depends on a comprehensive vision, that is, on an imagined 

figure which determines the solution. It also follows certain general 

principles which depend on the structure of spatiality:

First, any composition must take into consideration the difference 

between horizontality and verticality, and conceive the figure in terms 

of rhythm and tension, and proportions. Second, the composition 

should be hierarchical, as any situation consists of superior and 

subordinate elements. A main entrance is more important than a 

window within a row, and a columnar order more important than the 

background on which it appears. If elements are given equal 

importance, as in cases of historicist buildings at the end of the 19th 

century, the composition becomes confusing. Third, the composition 

must possess structural identity. Thus it has to be conceived as being 

massive or skeletal, or both. It is important to note that a built form 

always has a structural “basis", since the structure contends with the 

force of gravity and wind.
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1 Facades as Expression of Function

Facade is still the most essential architectural element capable of 

communicating the function and the significance of a building. The 

facade not only reflects the organization of rooms behind, it also 

describes the cultural situation at the time the building was built. It 

reveals the criteria of order and ordering, and gives an account of the 

possibilities and ingenuity of ornamentation and decoration. A facade 

also tells us about the inhabitants of a building, gives them a collective 

identity as a community, and ultimately is the representation of the 

latter in public.

The root of the word facade comes from the Latin word facies, which is 

synonymous with face and appearance. The facade, or the face of a 

building, is generally assumed to be the front of the building facing the 

street. In contrast, the back is assigned to semipublic or private exterior 

spaces. Both these phenomena of front and back relate -  in general 

terms -  on the one hand to public responsibility and on the other to the 

private self-representation of the inhabitants. Compared with the more 

representive character of the street facade, the back of the building is 

more open and communicates with courtyard, garden, and landscape. 

In the case of stereo metric tall buildings, each elevation may be
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considered a facade.
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The composition of the facade, taking into account the functional 

requirements (windows, door openings, sun protection, roof area), 

essentially has to do with the creation of a harmonious entity by means 

of good proportions, vertical and horizontal structuring, materials, color, 

and decorative elements. Developing metrical relations would give an 

ideal order and structure to the facade, and also to the floor plans and 

rooms.

Harmonious beauty as an end in itself is not the only requisite of building 

elevation. Experiential factors must also be considered, such as the 

oblique view given from the bottom of the building, together with the 

transient effects of light and shade, preventing us from perceiving such 

truly calculated proportions exactly. The goal of a well-balanced 

composition is to develop a “natural" sense of pleasant, harmonious 

proportions through an understanding and application of 

mathematical proportioning systems adjusted to the experiential 

requirements of the facade.

The facade as a whole is composed of separate elements, each 

having an expressive capability of its own. The composition of the
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facade, however, consists of structuring and ordering these elements. 

Base, window, roof, and such are also distinguished by form, color, and 

material. A well-ordered composition, therefore, requires that each 

element remain recognizable while contributing to the language of the 

whole.

2 Facades as Expression of Structure

The modern skeletal structure is the result of rational use of steel and 

concrete in building. The reduction of all load-bearing members to 

minimum sizes and a clear division between structural and nonstructural 

elements have characterized most modern high-rise buildings.

The facades of skeleton structures reveal two opposing tendencies. 

Either the structural skeleton may be visible from the exterior of the 

building; or it may remain concealed behind a curtain wall.

2.4 Materials and Their Impact on Expression

The intrinsic relationship between materials, structural form, and 

aesthetic expression makes it difficult to discuss one aspect of tall 

building architecture without including the other categories.
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Innovation in the manufacture and use of new and existing materials 

has dramatically changed the manner in which architects design 

buildings. Improvements in stone cutting technology, for example, have 

enabled architects to specify stone veneers which are thinner and 

lighter in weight. These veneers can be cut to extraordinary tolerances, 

which makes fabrication and detailing much easier and more precise. 

New composite materials manufactured from polymer plastics or 

combining materials in innovative ways have greatly expanded the 

material and aesthetic repertoire that architects now have at their 

disposal.

1 Structural and Nonstructural Facades

Prior to the use of steel-frame construction, tall building technology was 

restricted to the use of load-bearing masonry. Structural masonry and 

stone required extremely thick walls in high-rise applications. The 

extreme loading conditions of the walls require more material than a 

steel-frame or even concrete-frame building of comparable height. 

Furthermore, the ultimate height of the building is limited due to the 

weight of the masonry itself, thereby significantly limiting the vertical 

expression.
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The introduction of the steel frame and the reinforced concrete frame

as load-bearing system freed the exterior load conditions of the building 

and enable architects to develop lighter, more flexible enclosure 

systems, which include thin veneers and curtain walls. Free of their 

load-bearing masonry walls, buildings could rise higher and, significantly, 

be built with greater economy.

Steel-frame construction naturally lent itself to the rational expression of 

vertical columns and horizontal beams. The development of the 

modern glass and steel curtain wall has enabled architects to sheath 

buildings in ever thinner, more transparent materials. However, in spite 

of technological developments of nonstructural wall systems, 

composite wall construction systems integrating structure, insulation, 

and exterior and interior finishes have made the structural wall 

economically viable once again.

2 Cladding Materials

The materials most commonly used in cladding high-rise buildings are 

metal, glass, stone, concrete, and brick. Any of these materials may be 

employed as complete wall cladding components, as framing for other
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materials, as infill panels, or for all of these. Each may be applied with a 

wide variety of integral finishes, paints, and coatings.

3 Curtain-Wall System

The advent of lighter-weight materials, new technologies, and an 

ever-increasing emphasis on keeping high-rise building costs at a 

minimum has led to the development of the exterior curtain wall as one 

of the most efficient and affordable cladding solutions during postwar 

era. Aesthetically the curtain wall proved to be extremely adaptable to 

modernist ideology of an emphasis on pure geometric forms and 

prismatic massing. Curtain walls are relatively light and can be 

stretched taut and virtually flat, emphasizing a building’s inherent 

geometric and sculptural massing, or it can be layered 

three-dimensionally, incorporating a wide variety of materials, patterns, 

and textures.

The often-used framed facade made of light material and glazing is too 

standard in type and too abstract in character for housing 

developments. It does not allow for aesthetic differentiation and is too 

vulnerable and too transparent. However, for high-rise construction 

curtain-wall systems have proved to be indispensable for reasons of
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economy, weight and efficiency.

In early age curtain walls is not energy-efficient in that it increases heat 

loads on buildings in the summer and induces heat loss during winter 

months. In curtain-wall systems, with the multiplication of flexible joints 

required, many cracks and openings occur where cool air escapes; 

metal windows do not fit tightly enough to prevent air from escaping 

between sashes and frames. In tall buildings there must be an optimum 

for this type of cladding when used as a homogeneous skin.

Water and moisture penetration is another issue in curtain-wall systems, 

particularly in climate zones subject to tropical storms such as cyclone, 

typhoon and hurricane. Under these conditions the standard design of 

metal window sections fails to prevent water penetration; doubling the 

window catches is not satisfactory. Solution that line metal window 

sections with a resilient plastic material which can be squeezed into a 

seal when windows are closed or the use of various proprietary rubber 

gasket materials for fixed glazing have been employed.

The evolution of curtain-wall cladding allowed architects to stretch the 

rigid rules of modernist principles and explore the sculptural possibilities 

of tall building form.
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4 Thin Stone Veneer Cladding

The historical image of the permanence of stone and its ability to 

withstand the ravages of climate and time has been supplanted by the 

reality of construction technology and economy. Granite, marble, 

sandstone, limestone, and slate are increasingly being applied to the 

curtain walls as stone-cutting technology has advanced to produce 

panels less than 2 inch thick, pushing stone veneers closer to their 

calculated stress limits.

2.5 The Influence of Technology on Facade Design

In tall building design, it is impossible to consider formal and aesthetic 

principles in isolation without reference to technology and construction

1. Technology and Innovation in Facade Design

The greatest impacts on the aesthetics and detailing, most evident on 

the expression of the facades of tall buildings, have been advances in 

building structure and materials, and the incorporation of new 

technologies.
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Architects have responded to technology in essentially two ways. Some 

have looked to natural means, such as passive heating and cooling of 

buildings, for solving technological problems. Others, modernists and 

post-modernists alike, have retained technology's natural-taming role, 

but have minimized its expression and form-giving potential.

2. Structural Innovations and Facades

The influence of the steel frame on the aesthetics of the facades of 

high-rise buildings was profound. Although the earliest and most direct 

expression of the frame and infill character of the tall building is to be 

found in Chicago buildings, its technological roots are to be found in 

the development of cast-iron construction introduced in mid-nineteen 

century. In 1884 James Bogardus initiated the mass manufacture of 

cast-iron prefabricated facades in sectional elements. His innovative 

use of frame construction was precursor to the technology of tall 

building construction.

Engineering is basically an art and that the science of this particular art 

is that needed to impose form on material. The fundamental 

requirement in building structure is to resist both lateral and gravity loads.
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In the case of the tall building these functions achieve a greater 

significance as the building becomes taller. The X bracing on the 

exterior of the John Hancock Center, for example, is a direct expression 

of building structure on the exterior facades of the building. Structure, 

building aesthetics, and building form become one.

Structural expressionism and building image have been a 

preoccupation of many contemporary architects. Their buildings 

represent an attempt to synthesize building technology into a direct 

expression of building form, creating powerful and, sometimes, original 

building designs. These architects, including Helmut John and Norman 

Foster, have been working to define a new aesthetic based upon 

technological expression and innovation.

2.6 New Directions

As architecture evolves toward the new century, the requirements for 

tall buildings to meet exceedingly difficult and complex technological, 

sociological, and environmental demands will increase proportionally. 

As was always the case in tall building design, technological innovation 

occurs hand in hand with structural innovation and is invariably 

reflected in the design of the facade and overall aesthetics of the
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building. Greater emphasis on the physical and contextual environment 

and the efficient use of energy for heating and cooling tall buildings has 

led to the development of so-called smart or intelligent buildings, which 

employ sophisticated computerized systems that monitor the building’s 

environmental functions and can even have an effect on the building's 

aesthetic appearance under different climatic and seasonal 

conditions.

1 High-Tech Facades

High-tech is less of a style than an approach to design which exploits 

and humanizes technology, function, and ideology. The two most 

important high-tech buildings, Lloyds's of London and the Hong Kong 

and Shanghai Bank headquarters represent the most daring and 

honest expression of structure, virtuoso inventions, and fantastic spaces, 

but they are also unbelievably expensive.

Six basic rules of “high-tech architecture” :

}) Inside-out. The services and structure of a building are almost always 

exposed on the exterior as a form of ornament or sculpture.

2} Celebration of process. Emphasis is placed on construction logic.

3) Transparency, layering, and movement. Extensive use of translucent
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and transparent glass, a layering of ducts, stairs, and structure, and 

the accentuation of moving escalators and elevators are 

dramatized in almost every case.

4) Bright, flat coloring. Many high-tech buildings use bright, flat colors 

to distinguish different kinds of services and structure and to allow 

them to be understood and effectively used.

5) A lightweight filigree of tensile members. Lightweight cross bracing 

and structural cables become visual signs as well as ordering 

devices, creating visual associations with sailboats and ephemeral, 

informal living.

6) Optimistic confidence in a scientific culture. Underlying high-tech 

building is the futuristic promise of an unknown world waiting to be 

discovered.

The glazing system was designed to satisfy two criteria: (I ) the client's 

desire to conserve energy and maintain views; and (2) the architect's 

desire to expose the building’s structure and internal activity.

2 Designing Facades for Context and Climate

After many decades of indifference to place and site, architects once 

again are recognizing that tall buildings must accommodate multiple
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and diverse functions, new technology, and structural systems, and that 

they must be adapted to meet the exigencies of context and climate.

Appendix: Factors Influencing the Quality of Facades

The selection of the exterior material of a facade is determined by a 

few limitations arising from the quality of the material itself and all its 

internal components and from their composition and chemical 

properties as well as their availability on the market. Various aspects 

can be considered when discussing the quality of facade materials:

1. Architectural characteristics.

The formal composition, the arrangement of volumes, functionality, 

and more, all considered as a work of art, as a functional object in a 

specific location within an existing environment.

2. Design

Building’s structural, functional (cleaning, replacement, 

maintenance) and operational (solar protection, internal lighting 

level, thermal and acoustic insulation, durability, internal lighting 

level, thermal and acoustic insulation, durability, internal adaptation 

to division)

3. Quality of Materials

The quality of the materials used, their durability, their technical
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suitable to the environment, thicknesses, and the size of these

materials.

4. Construction

The concept of the overall design of a facade (as well as being a part 

of the building) requires that it be designed with other types of 

considerations, such as constructional design, the building’s internal 

functionality, the external functionality of the facade itself, and its 

influence on the workplace.
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3 Future Researches

The design of facades for fall buildings requires achieving a balance 

between the aesthetic and the theoretical concerns of the architect, 

the properties and limitations of materials, and the requirements of the 

building form and structure.

Maintaining the health and productivity of the occupants of all 

buildings (and especially tall buildings) has become a critical issue in 

building design. The treatment of the building facade not only has a 

significant impact on the aesthetic form and the structural expression of 

the building, but can also contribute to the physical and psychological 

well-being of its occupants. The effectiveness of glazing or other facade 

treatments to control the undesirable effects of solar gain and glare 

through the incorporation of low-emissive glass, thermal paned glass, 

and active and passive solar screening devices can make the interior 

environment more conductive to work and living. Also, continuous 

development of sandwich-panel construction using various types of 

veneers, ceramics, and metals as cladding materials and 

improvements in insulation materials can contribute to environmental 

comfort as well as life-cycle and maintenance costs.
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Whereas, until the Middle Ages, the exterior walls of buildings were 

primarily weather shields, with the additional function of keeping the 

interior area warm, the 20th century has put new demands on built 

envelope surfaces. Fagades used as envelopes are architecturally 

challenging; as well, they are designed to fulfill a number of functions 

for which appropriate solutions must be found. Daylight incidence, heat 

gain, and heat loss play as important a role as the correct form of 

outside air intake, pressure distribution of windward and leeward 

locations, and finally, a targeted energy conservation based on the 

corresponding environmental options.

The role that the facade might play in the incorporation of building 

systems, such as integrated mechanical air-handing systems and 

natural ventilation coupled with opaque, translucent, and transparent 

materials and sun-screening devices, needs to be studied to determine 

the long-term performance and effectiveness of these systems.

The Building Envelope

More than any other aspect of a commercial building, it is the external 

envelope that has the largest impact on energy performance. This is 

simply the fabric that encloses the building - the wall, floor, window and
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roof elements that separate internal spaces from the outside 

environment.

The building envelope is the front-line in the apparent battle against 

climate. Its job is basically to protect against negative aspects of the 

climate, such as high winds and rain, whilst allowing in the positive 

aspects such as cooling breezes and daylight. In all but the most 

extreme climates, appropriate envelope design can provide high levels 

of comfort throughout most of the year without the need for extensive 

HVAC systems

Glazing Area, Insulation, Type and Shading

Windows are one of the most important elements of the building 

envelope. In terms of the building fabric, they represent the weakest 

link in the chain - having very poor insulative and resistive qualities. 

However, they are also the only element that allows in the most useful 

aspects of the local climate: view, daylight, solar radiation and natural 

ventilation.

Thoughtless window design can result in massive energy wastage. 

However, intelligent and considered design which effectively uses
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daylight and solar gains in winter whilst properly shading the facade in 

summer can effect considerable energy savings.

The principal factors that characterize a fagade are:

Light transmission factor

The light transmission factor is the percentage of daylight that 

penetrates a glass surface or windowpane from the outside.

Total solar energy transmission g-vaiue/b-factor

Total solar energy transmission is taken in the range of visible light and 

infrared radiation. The shading coefficient b describes the percentage 

of energy permeating a double pane.

Thermal transmittance U-value

The thermal transmittance of a pane indicates how much energy is lost 

or gained through the surface, depending on the temperature 

differences between inside and outside.

Diminution factor

This factor measures the percentage of incident radiant energy that 

passes through a shading element.
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Other factors in the evaluation of glass panes measure:

- Light reflected towards the outside, in %

- General color reproduction values

UV permeability

The ideal glass would have a high visible light transmittance, a high 

thermal resistance, a low solar radiation transmittance and a low cost. 

Unfortunately there is no such glass yet available so life is, as always, a 

compromise. Some solar control and spectrally selective glasses do 

come close to this ideal, but their cost is often prohibitive,

1. Insulation

Insulation is used to make the building envelope more resistant to the 

flow of heat, thus reducing summer heat gains and winter heat losses. 

All building elements can benefit from insulation. A wide range of 

insulation products are available and, naturally, must be detailed and 

installed correctly in order to achieve the best possible results.

Since the majority of buildings is residential, thermal transmittance.
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measured as U-value, is often given the highest priority. While solar heat 

gain is desirable in residential spaces up to an outside temperature of 

20C (approx. 50% of total incident heat energy throughout the year), 

the situation may differ considerably in office and production buildings: 

high interior heating and cooling loads, which contribute indirectly to 

heating the building with electricity, are typical in these buildings. It is 

quite common that such buildings require heating only when outside 

temperatures fall bellow 0C. Hence the importance of establishing the 

true energy requirements of the building and determining whether the 

structure is not in fact over-insulated; i.e., the heat volumes generated 

inside the building are not sufficiently emitted to the outside, such that 

the building requires mechanical cooling.

For residential building, harnessing solar energy is desirable in winter and 

in transitional seasons. Current developments produce low U-values. This 

advance is further supported by window elements with transparent 

insulating materials and multi-layered walls, massive exterior walls with 

U-values of approx. 0.7 W/m2K.

2 Shading

A central difficulty in the use of solar energy in many building types is 

controlling the radiated flow on windows and glass facades. Energy
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and light requirements rarely correspond to the solar supply. This creates 

either overheating on sunny days (U-value too low, g-value too high) or, 

in the case of insulating glass, unsatisfactory yields from solar energy on 

days when heating is required. While mechanical shading systems 

respond to the fluctuations in solar transmission, they are often 

high-maintenance and therefore expensive solutions. In practice, 

insulating glazing with low U-values (approx. 1.0 to 1.6 W/m2K) is often 

combined with higher heating requirements and adjustable shading 

systems (external louvers, awnings, etc.), which are activated when 

necessary to prevent overheating in rooms. Figures 1 to 3 illustrate the 

interaction: different g-values (variance resulting from shading systems) 

lead to different room temperatures and a great range in specific 

temperature limits. Figure 1 shows the room (option 2) fitted with various 

types of shading. The options are as follows:

- Option 2a external louver

- Option 2b closed external louver (highly reflecting)

- Option 2c open awning

- Option 2d indoor shading and glare protection
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Shading options
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Figure 2 shows the curves representing predictable room temperatures 

on a warm summer day in a southward-facing room of medium storage 

capacity based on the varying total solar energy transmission 

coefficients. As can be seen, the differences between the most 

effective shading (lowest total solar energy transmission) and the least 

effective shading (indoor vertical blinds or curtains) are considerable. 

The maximum temperature difference resulting from these shading 

types may reach almost 10K, causing a significant change in the 

thermal comfort perceived in a room. Furthermore, it should be noted 

that ventilation and air-conditioning systems are sized according to a 

“peek” temperature during a fair weather period, which may result in
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higher or lower technical investment costs.

Currently, a worldwide effort is under way to develop “switchable" light 

transmission in windows through electrochromatic or gasochromatic 

coatings. In electrochromatic panes, the transmission can be 

influenced by adding ions between layers. Typically, these systems 

consist of five layers (Figure 4): two conducting electrodes, one 

ion-conducting layer, one ion-storage layer and the active layer (e.g. 

tungsten oxide). These systems are expensive to manufacture; 

furthermore, they exhibit unstable switching behavior as well as 

temperature variation. At the same time, these developments seem to 

represent an important new orientation in glass manufacturing and 

design.
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Figure 4

The main characteristic of gasochromatic panes is that the protons 

necessary for tinting the tungsten oxide layer are derives through a
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catalyser directly from the gas phase. For color stripping, exposure to 

oxygen-containing gas, for example air, is sufficient. Since these 

processes are reversible, they do not require external electricity, which 

drastically reduces the number of coatings. All that is needed is one 

tungsten oxide layer with a thin catalyser coating. This method has two 

main benefits: a more economical manufacturing process as 

compared to electrochromatic panes and the option of evacuating 

heat resulting from light absorption via the gas flow. Finally, higher 

transmission values make this method clearly preferable to 

electrochromatic systems.

The combination of shading, cooling load and temperature behavior is, 

however, but one aspect in defining and designing the means for 

shading a room. Another, equally important aspect is the incidence of 

daylight in the corresponding rooms.

3. Daylight Incidences and Glare Protection

To minimize external cooling loads, it is essential that the incident 

radiation on window and roof surfaces be considerably reduced to 

minimize additional energy. At the same time, daylight should 

penetrate into the room as much as possible to minimize usage of
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artificial lighting.

The total solar energy transmission is very important for minimizing the 

incident heat energy from direct or diffuse radiation. This coefficient 

should be as low as possible, combined with maximum light transmission. 

Figures 5-6 show the values for these factors for several examples of 

neutral and reflective glazing for single-leaf facades and window 

options for single- and double-leaf facades respectively. Optimal 

window combinations exist for each case.
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Increasing Daylight Incidence with Light-Deflecting Elements

Shading elements frequently double as glare protection. This is not, 

however, the best solution, since, even on overcast days, glare 

protection must be used for PC workstations, to adjust the light densities 

near windows to the required ambient glare intensity. Glare protection 

is provided not only by blinds and awnings but also by 

daylight-deflecting systems, which are intended to achieve satisfactory 

daylight incidence in combination with sufficient glare protection.

Light-Deflection with Holographic Diffractive Films

Holographic diffractive films (HDS), also called grid or zone panels, are
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holographically manufactured. They are used to bend incident light in 

a predefined direction. The grids are singular in that they bend each 

wavelength of light at a different angle. The result is a distribution of light 

some-what like a rainbow. Red light is redirected the most, blue light the 

least. (Figure 7)

The efficient (in bending) of a hologram (HDS) depends upon several 

factors. In so-called 'thick1 holograms, efficiency is considerably 

influenced by incident angel and wavelength. For certain angles, the 

ratio of redirected radiance to total incidence may be zero, i.e., there is 

no diffraction. When these elements are used, care must be taken to 

avoid glare within the building's interior for incident radiation in the 0 

degree range. For 'thin1 holograms, which have in principle a lower 

efficiency coefficient in the large angle range and depends only 

slightly upon wavelength.
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Figure 7
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For the 1993 Stuttgart International Garden Exhibition, HHS Architects 

design a residential complex in which HDS systems were applied and 

tested. The architects Prof. Manfred Megger writes about the project: 

“The goal of the project was to tune the concept of a south fagade 

with optimum solar and light technology into a reality. The sun heats 

and lights the rooms. Superfluous solar energy, which could lead to 

glare, is captured via transparent shading units with holograms and 

transformed into electricity.

This fact calls for an ‘intelligent’ fagade, i.e. a building envelope which 

can be adjusted or adapted to changing climatic conditions. 

Different shading units (some fixed, some mobile) improve the building 

climatic conditions and energy balance. They permit, even in their 

shading position, a mostly unimpeded view of the outside and enable 

natural lighting as well as optimum utilization of solar energy for heating, 

cooling and the generation of solar electricity.
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W  ' War r ”  Figure 8

The top row of slanted glass facade units is equipped with PV modules 

made from a compound combining insulating glass with integrated 

polycrystalline solar cells. The lower part of the facade is equipped, over 

a surface of approx. 30m2 per building, with shading louvers, which 

follow the course of the solar azimuth. These shading louvers are fitted 

with holographic grids which focus the incident light onto a silkscreen 

strip 11 mm behind them, whence it is again reflected and thus kept out 

of the room. In one of the three buildings, the silkscreen strips are 

mounted with solar cells which photovoltaically transform the incident 

and concentrated solar light and feed it into the building network.

(Figure 9, 10)



The movement of gloss panels fitted with the HDS for optimal shading 

with constant daylight incidence is achieved by a system of levels 

controlled in response to outside temperature, radiation strength, 

interior temperature and sun-path (shading/open position). (Figure 11,

12)
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Whether and how much holographic optical elements succeed in the

long term remains to be seen. It will most probably depend upon the 

economic feasibility of their manufacture.

Daylight Refraction with Mirror and Prisms

Daylight refraction not only reduces the number of hours artificial 

lighting must be used and hence running cost, it also creates a visual 

environment more acceptable to the occupants. Lighting system 

should be designed to complement natural light when necessary and
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to create a good lighting environment in the room.

These are the essential criteria for additional architectural measures for 

the improvement of daytime lighting:

- sufficient amount of daylight

- improved range of brightness

- improved optical perception (light density ratios)

- improved contact with the outside and, at the same time, active 

shading

- improved shading

- improved energy balance

When rooms are lit from the side, the amount of daylight and its 

penetration into a room are defined by the geometry of the 

side-opening and the type of window and its components. (Figure 13)
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Figure 13
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To improve the situation, the daylight must be ‘redistributed*. This 

redistribution can be achieved by various techniques, such as:

- Shading with prisms

Prismatic light systems are usually designed to serve as shading systems 

as well. Direct sunlight is diffracted and only the light above the top 

zenith angle is directed into the interior. To effectively use daylight, 

additional light diffraction elements and reflectors on ceilings are 

necessary. Room equipped with redirecting prisms have a high-tech 

look but often require careful maintenance.
Shading with prisms

Figure 14

- Mirror Grid System

Mirror grid systems are effectively optimized north "sheds'* whose side
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sections are parabolically warped and mirror coated. As a result, 

sunlight is deflected and northern light is directed into the building. 

These sheds can be such small dimensions that they can they can be 

installed in the air cavity of a double-glazed system in the manner of 

closed prisms, making them virtually maintenance free.(Figure 15)

- Refracting louver systems and deviating struts

Refracting systems are usually designed as rigid systems that refract 

daylight from upper window area into greater room depths. From a 

lighting technology perspective, it is unimportant whether these systems 

are installed on the outside, on the inside or between panes. (Figure 16)

Figure 15
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Louver systems such as the one designed by Helmut Koster (Oka-solar) 

reflect incident solar radiation in summer and refract the radiation to 

the ceiling in ceiling. (Figure 17)

Wiiilvf IS

Figure 17

All shading elements such as louvers, awnings and blinds of all kinds 

always have disadvantage that, while they reduce incident sun 

radiation, they also limit the daylight that enters a room. Treating the 

upper and lower sides of louvers differently is a simple technical 

approach to maintain extremely good g-value while achieving diffuse 

radiation.
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Natural Ventilation

Generally speaking, all buildings should be naturally ventilated, 

people prefer direct contact with their environment rather than than 

being closed in. Natural ventilation also creates a positive effect in the 

transitional seasons when a surplus of incident heat can be ventilated 

simply by using thermals to prevent overheating.

Reduction of wind pressures

The pressures inside a double-leaf fagade are essentially defined by the 

relation of flow resistance for the ventilation louvers and flow resistance 

for fagade cross-ventilation. The latter is influence by the distance 

between the double-leaf fagade and the constructional components 

inside the fagade. Ventilation slits in the outer glass skin can have 

cross-ventilation resistances c of approx. 0.65. For horizontal 

cross-ventilation between two glass skins (inner and outer glazing), the 

flow resistance z is nearly 0.2.

Evaluating natural ventilation
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Figure 18 presents four different fapade options, of which two are 

double-leaf facades and one is a single-leaf facade. The arrows 

indicate the influence of window ventilation due to thermals, natural

cross-ventilation for winds from a westerly direction and natural building 

cross-ventilation when stairwell doors are open. (Figure 19)
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The study thus demonstrates a range of options for fagade design. 

The first option shown is a perimeter double-leaf fagade. The second 

double-leaf fagade option features vertical glass struts, making it 

basically a box window solution. The two single-leaf facades show, 

first, a design with top-hinged sash windows and, second, one with 

ventilated slot windows.

The slot window has a narrow fresh-air vent above the parapet or 

below the ceiling. Such openings can also be designed around the 

whole perimeter of the window. The slot can be created with a 

special supporting element, a gap slider or a so-called louver 

window with mechanical controls. A comparison of window 

ventilation on days with low winds (presumed outside air 

temperature of 18°C) shows that the single-leaf fagade with 

top-hinged sash windows provides the most active air change rates. 

Here, the high density may warrant either a fresh-air surge or simply a 

slight opening of the pivot-hung window. The two double-leaf 

facades also promote sufficient airflow, which can be influenced by 

the inward-opening pivot-hung windows. The lowest air change rate 

is associated with the ventilated slot window. This fact indicates 

clearly the limitations of slot or joint ventilation.
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Cross-ventilation is presented as example of wind impact (presumed 

average wind velocity 4m/s and 10 m/s, west wind). The perimeter 

double-leaf fagade shows clear evidence of intense outside air flow 

between the two glass skins; the air change rates range from 8 to 

approx. 40 ac/h. These air change rates for inner, opened windows 

can be limited by controllable tilt positions; i.e. the users can adjust 

the level of ventilation. For the double-leaf box window solution, we 

can see similarly high air change rates, in like manner near the 

negative pressure peaks of the facades. In contrast, the 

wind-protected side exhibits low air change rates, so that we must 

define this option as marginal natural ventilation. (Figure 20)

For the single-leaf fagade with top-hinged sash windows, even for 

average wind velocities, the air change rates are extremely high on 

the windward side. This solution requires a good mechanism for the 

operable element, which is rare. With high wind velocities, one can 

observe extremely strong cross-ventilation, possibly accompanied 

by noise, and therefore restricting the natural ventilation from the 

windows.

The solution of slot windows and exhaust air ventilation produces 

moderate air change rates, at times even too slow. On still days or
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during low winds, slot windows should be used together with similar 

operable window elements for cross ventilation for the shortcomings 

of the system.

Figure 20

For the perimeter double-leaf facade, there are excellent air 

change rates when outside temperatures are moderate; however, 

these rates rise considerably as temperatures fall, meaning that the 

air change would then need to be limited by some means. In the 

box window solution, the analogous air change rates are 

approximately 50% of those in the first option, an air change which 

remains more or less moderate even when outside temperatures are 

extremely low. In the case of partially opened top-hinged sash 

windows and the same presumed thermal conditions, the air 

change rates achieved are similar to those in the double-leaf 

perimeter facade. In the case of joint or gap ventilation, thermal 

have only a limited effect, and demonstrably better effects when 

outside temperatures are correspondingly low.
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Design Principles

Design the window-to-wall area to be around 40-50% on the north and 

south facades.

" Minimise window size on the east and west facades.

■ Provide good insulation levels to prevent heat gains, in the 

window as well as around the frame. In hot climates 

double-glazing is preferable, possibly with a low-E coating 

as well.

■ Make sure to shade all windows adequately in summer. 

Internal shades such as blinds and curtains are much less 

effective than external shading devices.

■ Maximise the light transmission of windows to make full use 

of diffuse daylight from the sky.

Window Size

Windows size needs to strike a balance between letting in daylight 

and not letting in heat, either through conduction or direct solar gains. 

As a rule of thumb, windows on the equator-facing side should take 

up an area of no greater than 40-50% of the overall facade area. This
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will obviously vary in extreme climates such as sub-arctic, where there 

is very little solar gain to offset losses from the windows, and very hot 

climates, where conduction gains cannot be offset by cooling 

breezes as there simply aren't any.

Windows on the east and west facades should be minimized or well 

shaded with vertical as well as horizontal shading devices. It is a 

much more difficult design task to adequately shade east and west 

windows compared to north or south.

Air-Tightness

Uncontrolled air leakage in to and out of a building can be a source 

of significant heat loss and heat gain. In addition to increasing 

heating and cooling loads, they can create draughts and cause 

localized discomfort for occupants.

Some amount of air infiltration through joints and fixings is inevitable in 

most buildings. Also, an exchange of air with the outside is, in fact, 

quite desirable as it reduces stuffiness and dilutes any internal 

off-gassing by materials. However, the point about infiltration is that it 

is uncontrolled and in addition to any designed mixing or natural 

ventilation effect.
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Surface Color

In combination with highly conductive materials, dark colours can 

substantially increase heat flows within a building. Obviously, lighter 

materials reflect more solar radiation than darker colours. The less 

reflected, the more transmitted or absorbed. That is why, on a hot 

sunny day, dark colored surfaces feel much hotter than light colored 

surfaces.

Using light colors on the external surfaces of a building is generally a 

design option that does not incur any additional cost penalty.

One of the main sources of conductance in many buildings is through 

aluminum window frames. Whilst it is possible to specify internally 

insulated frames, simply specifying them a light color can significantly 

reduce this gain.
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4 Case Study

The Essen Climate and the Energy Saving Trend in Germany

1. Natural Environment in Essen

The climate of Essen can be said to be moderate (please refer to 

the annual average temperatures and humidity on the graph). 

But, while the average temperature in winter is 4'C, the lowest 

recorded temperature of -9'C is considered severe. On the other 

hand, it is relatively pleasant in summer. Still the heat emitted from 

electric appliances and the people in the building would be 

considerable and also the solar radiation could be guaranteed 

to raise the temperature considerably, if no measures to control 

the heating effect of the large window area were available. 

Consequently, it was necessary for the RWE Tower's outer skin to 

receive moderate solar radiation during the cold season, and to
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shut out solar radiation as well as allow the inner heat out during 

the hot season.

Wind also is a great influencing factor for a high-rise with natural 

ventilation. The wind in Essen is relatively modest too, as the 

velocity is some 4.0m on average and less than 17.0m at 

maximum, blowing mainly from the south, south-west and west. 

At the 120m point near the top of the tower, the wind velocity is 

some 20% greater than that measured at the meteorological 

station.

2. Energy Saving Policies in Germany and the Intentions of RWE AG

In Japan, many people consider that environment-conscious 

design and planning are inherent in architecture and cities in 

Germany. Indeed, in some cities there, autos are restricted in the 

central area, and trash and waste are recycled to a great extent. 

It is also common sense in Germany to use pair glass in office 

buildings as well as residential houses.

However, Nagel pointed out that no standard nor subsidy grant is 

available for the energy saving features of the buildings whereas 

some official money is paid to residential properties.

RWE AG, the user of the tower, also does not appear to have
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been very interested in energy saving in the earliest stage of the 

project. But, as the design progressed, the tower has come to be 

a symbol for both energy-related enterprise and for corporate 

openess, due to its energy- saving performance and its 

transparency. Also, Nagel suggested that the buildings were 

going to be required to have energy saving performance, 

because environmentalists had been more influential since the 

recent change of government.

2.Double-skin Facade 1

The composition of the facade

Notes

Inner Facade Louver Blinds Outer Facade
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1. The Structure of Double-skin

The most remarkable characteristic of the RWE Tower is the use of 

glass double-skin on all of the facade. Since its inner skin consists 

of pair glass, the tower has virtually a triple glass shell.

It is with the double-skin facade that the natural ventilation of the 

high-rise was actualized, and the transparent and energy-saving 

building was made possible. Nagel said that Ingenhoven and he 

selected the double- skin construction because they wanted the 

building to look transparent.

Prior to this it was possible to use heat-reflective glass as in 

American skyscrapers, to keep out solar radiation, but not 

transparent glass.

Between the inner and outer facades, separated a distance of 

50cm, a set of louvre blinds, consisting of 80mm-wide aluminium 

strips, is installed and can be remotely-controlled. The blinds are 

protected by the outer facade from wind and rain, and 

prevented by the inner facade from transmitting the heat to the 

room, so as to maximize their shading and heat-reflecting effects. 

Also, a set of roller shades made of fireproof cloth are fitted inside 

the inner facade.
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The 50cm-deep space between both skins can be partitioned by 

a glass panel at the partitioning wall of each individual cell, as 

indicated in the detailed floor plan. Hence, the wind circulating 

in the cavity can be controlled, and in addition, the transmission 

of sound between the cells can also be restricted. The glass panel 

was designed to be moved by two people in only two hours 

when the position of the partitioning wall is changed. Also, a 

special sash called a "fish-mouth" designed to absorb and 

exhaust outside air is built-in between stories, as mentioned in 

detail below.

As a matter of practice, to actualize the double-skin system, the 

architects prepared simulations based upon architectural 

environmental engineering, aerodynamics, as well as some 

experiments using a wind tunnel and with solar radiation, using 

1 /50(X 1 /64 and full-size models.

2. The Composition of the inner and Outer Facades

The outer facade consists of 1,970mm x 3,461mm extra clear 

toughened glass, each being fixed with bolts at eight points to 

the mullion by DPG method. Such an outer facade continues 

without a sash, to the top, so a trans- parent and light tower is



formed. The inner facade is a sash extending from floor to ceiling, 

which can be opened by some 15cm. That also achieves the 

natural ventilation.

3. The Effect and Performance of the Double-skin Facade

• Achieving Sunshading and Thermal Storage

When the solar radiation is strong, the temperature inside the 

double-skin rises as in a greenhouse. However, owing to the air 

inlets and outlets fitted to the top and bottom of each story, the 

air convects so as to take the heat away. An experiment using a 

life-size model proved that the hotter the facade became 

relative to the surrounding air, the more remarkable the 

convection effect that was achieved, so as to carry out the 

sunshading function. Of course, the thermal storage effect 

becomes vital, when there is a need to warm the room as in the 

winter season.

• The Effect of Natural Ventilation

The natural ventilation in a high-rise could give rise to the 

following fears: a very force power might be required to open the 

room doors: the wind might stream from the room to the corridor, 

blowing papers about: the wind might also make disturbing 

noises. But, such problems have been solved by the design
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specific. Namely, the power required to open the doors is some 

20% less than that in a 7-8 story building with a conventional 

facade; the wind entering is regulated, so as not to blow papers 

about; the air inlets and outlets are designed not to make noise. 

During some 70% of the year, it is possible to live in the high-rise 

with the controlled natural ventilation, without artificial cooling or 

heating. Of course, as the inner facade can be freely opened up 

to 15cm, the individuals in the office rooms can let in the wind to 

satisfy their own requirements. Of course a system of mechanical 

ventilation is also installed, but it is operated at most twice an 

hour, whereas there is a need to ventilate 4-6 times hourly and to 

spend a lot of energy to cool or heat the air in more conventional 

buildings. By harnessing the natural ventilation, one can avoid 

sick-building syndrome which one is apt to get in full 

air-conditioned multi-story buildings.

• The Actual State of Energy Saving

Owing to such sun shading and thermal storage effects as well as 

natural ventilation, the energy consumption for air-conditioning in 

the RWE Tower is calculated at some half of that in conventional 

German buildings with single-skin facade and pair glass. In fact, 

Hanna-Drohomirecka Schaefer, a Hochtief AG's person in charge 

of the facility management of the tower, explained that the
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energy consumption for cooling and heating was some 30-35% 

less than that in other general buildings, even during the 

somewhat unpredictable first year of operation. The result was 

brought about not merely by the human operators, but also by 

the hi-tech information system.

This is managed by the computers in the central administration 

room, which controls the adjustment of sunshades and ventilators, 

based upon the climate data of the surroundings and the 

conditions in individual rooms, obtained through the built-in 

sensors. For example, when the wind velocity is faster than 

7m/sec on the higher levels above the 16th floor and lOm/sec on 

the lower levels below the 16th, the buzzer sounds to warn people 

to shut the windows; and when a window is opened in a room, 

this information is transmitted to the computer, which then gives 

directions to turn off the convector in the room concerned.

• Sound Insulation and Other Effects

The outer facade is also effective in insulating the interior from the 

noises from traffic to a considerable extent. The "fish-mouths" 

hinder the sound transmission in the vertical direction, and the 

partitioning glass panels do the same horizontally. In addition, the 

double-skin has an unexpected effect - it solves the problem of 

acrophobia. There is no dado or handrail along the glass from
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floor to ceiling. Although the architects had worried about it at an 

earlier stage of planning, they were assured by a doctor that 

there would be no problem, due to the structure of the 

double-skin. In fact, a person working in the tower remarked that 

she soon became accustomed to the situation though she had 

felt some fear at the beginning. Also, one of Nagel's relatives, 

who has serious acrophobia, told him that he felt no fear 

because there was still some distance to the actual exterior and 

some metal fittings were available to hold on to.

If*!*
»"f aUki Inner facade -  closed

.. mi H! 4's.. Inner facade -  open
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4. Diagonal Streaming of Air

Both the intake and outtake of air in the double-skin are in charge of 

the "fish-mouths" at the floor joints. The air which has previously gone 

through one floor must not enter another. This prevents fire from 

spreading to other levels, too. In addition, there was a need to 

actualize the systematic structure with a simple form. Such 

apparently contradictory conditions were straightened out by the 

"diagonal ventilation system" developed by Gartner AG.

This is a pair of sashes, where one carries a "fish-mouth" with small 

holes on its upper part exclusively for intake, and another has a "fish- 

mouth" with small holes on its lower part exclusively for outtake, as 

indicated in the plan. Due to such a composition, the outside air 

from the intake "fish-mouth" is warmed inside the double-skin and 

diagonally ascends to be exhausted from the outtake "fish-mouth" at 

the neighboring sash. If both the "fish-mouths" had been laid out 

vertically, a large part of the exhausted air would have been
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reabsorbed. This system is only possible if each room has at least a 

pair of the sashes, but there is no problem since there is no room 

larger than 1,970mm with only one sash.

5. Simple Maintenance

In order to ensure the transparency and performance of the 

double-skin, its maintenance should be simple. So, one can easily 

enter the cavity of the double-skin for cleaning. Firstly, using a 

special tool, one fully opens the inner facade which can 

otherwise only be opened 15cm. Then, if one raises the upper 

part of the "fish-mouth", a horizontal metal foot- plate appears. Of 

course, the footplates of the "fish-mouth" exclusively for intake 

have holes for ventilation, while that of the "fish-mouth" exclusively 

for outtake is useful for shutting off the exhausted air from below, 

(cf. photo)

RF%##The upper part of the "fish-mouth" -  closed

nhe upper part of the "fish-mouth" -  open
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The exterior surface of the outer facade is cleaned with a

gondola, which is supported by a long elastic boom on the roof. 

As this boom rotates, the gondola moves around the building. 

Due to the circular profile, the system is extremely simple. At 

present, cleaning takes place four times yearly for the exterior 

and twice yearly for the interior. However, the latter dose not 

actually gets very dirty, and a reduction in the cleaning to once a 

year is under consideration.

6. Multiple Measures against Fire

In such a building with a fully glazed double-skin facade, the issue 

is to prevent a fire from spreading in a vertical direction. The fire 

defense authorities consider the part to the inner sash as the 

inside of building, and everything else from there, including the 

cavity, as the outside. The "fish-mouths" are effective to prevent 

fire from spreading. Their outlets exhaust smoke to the outside. In 

addition, the installation of a sprinkler system on all the floors is 

assumed. The emergency staircase and its corridor have a system 

to prevent smoke and other airborne particles from entering, by 

way of air pressure imposed by a large pump on the mechanical 

floor.

7. The Design and Construction of the Facade

At the planning stage, simulations were minutely and deliberately
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performed. Gartner AG, who have abundant experience and 

high technological skill in the design and works of sashes, carried 

out experiments for one year, by building a full-size model of the 

facade, in order to decide details. The total surface of the 

facade totaling some 7,000sqm consists of 962 pieces with the 

size of l,970x3>591mm or 1,970x3,780mm, which were all 

manufactured in a plant. These units were fitted to all the parts of 

the inner and outer facades, including glass. Therefore, the work 

on the spot was only to fix the units to the supporting members of 

the framework.

8. Costs to be Considered, including the Expense for the Facilities

Such an innovative facade requires considerable costs. In the 

case of general office buildings in Germany, their facades make 

up some 20-24% of the total construction cost. However, in case 

of the RWE Tower, this value reached slightly more than 30% for 

the facade, including the electric sunshades. However, Nagel 

commented that, assuming the increased costs for the 

development of new devices, it should be possible to reduce the 

expense by some 30%, and that the double-skin facade should 

have been evaluated as a part of the facilities, of which the 

operating cost was reduced, even though it raised the 

construction cost. The double-skin facade can reduce the
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| running cost whereas its initial cost is more, so overall such a

► construction is more economical.

3."Fish-mouth”

The parts that support the outer facade as well as absorb or exhaust air 

are called "fish-mouths" by the architects. The etymology is clear, if their 

section plan is seen. This system, for which Nagel had the idea initially, 

has a great effect on natural ventilation. Firstly, when absorbed, the air 

stream is adjusted to a suitable speed, by going through the 

"fish-mouth." It is made slower in case the wind velocity is too great, 

whereas it is made faster in case there is no enough wind. Of course, no 

rain enters through the "fish-mouth." The sensors fitted to the aperture 

inform of the aerial conditions.

As mentioned above, the "fish-mouth" can also be used by raising its 

cover as a footplate for cleaning, and is effective in preventing fire from 

spreading to upper or lower levels. Also, its gently curved bottom side is 

formed to reflect sunlight moderately and to take in solar energy to the 

maximum extent. Incidentally, because the air conditions, including the 

wind velocity, vary according to the altitude, there is a difference in size 

between the "fish-mouths" above the 16th floor and those below it.

As a matter of course, exhaustive studies were performed until the form 

of the "fish-mouth" was finally determined. By hydrodynamics, the
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details of its design were worked out, so as to let the air stream, as 

regulated, and not cause noise. Some large scale experiments were 

carried out at Gartner AG as well as at the Industrial Aerodynamics 

Institute (IAI), to optimize the air resistance and to achieve the 

avoidance of draft noise.

The structure of the "fish-mouth" consists of two upper and lower pieces. 

The designers have applied for patents on the details of the "fish-mouth" 

and the double-skin glass facade system and these are pending. Also, 

IOK are now developing designs for larger building with a similar system, 

of which inlet or outlet width is accordingly enlarged to 200mm 

compared with 150mm on the RWE Tower.

4. Prospects of the Double-skin Facade System

Some other projects to introduce and further develop the double-skin 

facade system are making progress at IOK. For example, in Shanghai, a 

high-rise is under construction, based upon the double-skin system. In 

Germany, three new buildings and three conversions are going on in a 

similar way. There, the reconstruction of the buildings built in 1960- 70s is 

now in demand, and for such a purpose the IOK’ double-skin system is 

particularly effective in improving their exterior as well as interior 

conditions. The designers are also studying some additional devices to 

introduce a fuzzy system to the control functions, and to enable one to
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open and shut the outer facade at will, though this has the problem of 

raising the cost to a considerable extent.

In Germany, a number of buildings have been equipped with the 

double- skin facade system, even though they are not designed by IOK 

to use the "fish-mouths." They commonly use the outer facade to keep 

wind and rain away as well as an inner facade to open for natural 

ventilation. It is likely many buildings with such a system will appear in 

future.

S.The Use of Extra Clear and Heat-insulating Glass

Nagel explained that they, the designers, wanted the RWE Tower to be 

something like transparent "aspic", that is, a building with high 

transparency to make visible what occurs inside. For that purpose, an 

extra clear glass was required. Especially, since a triple glazing is 

applied to most part of the tower, this had to be selected with special 

care. The extra clear glass panes have 91-97% of their iron oxides 

eliminated, leaving little green tint, when compared to other general 

glass. However, other glass with 91% of the iron oxides eliminated was 

used for the staff restaurant in the basement and other places without 

triple glazing.

Also, in order to protect inside of the building from solar radiation, the 

glass for the basement was finished with heat-reflecting coating, and
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that for higher levels beyond the first floor with a Low-E coating. These 

arrangements are shown in the plans below. The high-performance 

facade with a low heat transmission rate is a very important factor of 

the facilities.

^utsidel

Lou) iron ftitty tempered safety giatt Argon 
(Heat-toak-Tetted) filled

inside

Lou) iron float gla»*

louj-E -coating

The construction of the double-skin glass for the 2nd-29th floors 

-  this induces the thermal conductivity of 1.5W/sqmK.
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HYPOTHESIS/DESIGN SOLUTION

To respond to the tropic climate in Singapore, how to the ventilation is the 

major concern in the design guideline for this project. For the historic shop 

houses in the area, how to inherit their character is another issue.

As mentioned before, the monsoon winds are unpredictable in both 

speed and direction, they generally blow from the north or the south and 

hence this should determine the orientation of buildings.
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METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE SINGAPORE

JANUARY WIND ROSE

Site Plan
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Two 50-story high towers ore located at central area of the site. The whole

site is separated into two parts -  one is the entrance plaza that links the 

building entrance, the community center and the Cantonment Road 

together; another part is garden which connects with the green belt along 

Duxton Plain Park, the park has been introduced into the site naturally. 

This design tries to utilize the tropical breezes to cool the buildings. The 

tropical breezes in the central city are usually slight to moderate. The 

distance between the two towers is around 30m. The wind blowing from 

open area through the gap will increased their speed by Venturi's effects. 

The speedy wind will generate the leeward force on the other side of the 

building fagade. The interior ventilation will be improved.
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Even 150years ago, people who lived in Singapore already deal with 

ventilation in their architecture's design. In Duxton area, the shop houses 

design reflected the people's effort to create a comfortable living space.
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The new floor plan tries to inherit the traditional space into the high rise 

tower, provide as much ventilation as possible.
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Floor Plan - Type A

Floor Plan - Type B

“ Cross Finger” provides muti-channel cross ventilation
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T y p ic a l F lo o r P lan

KYSHOI

42nd Floor Plan (Sky Garden)
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Section

The concept of the opening on the floor plan came from the sky well in the 

shop house. In the high rise building, they had to open horizontally. But all



the openings are linked either vertically and horizontally, provide the 

possibility for the maximum ventilation.

The recreational and communal facilities are located within the 

communal garden and the 22nd & 42nd story sky park. These are linked by 

two express lifts that are also connected to two communal sky parks at the 

roof level. Within these spaces a variety of recreational and communal 

facilities are provided, giving residents more opportunities to interact.



The concept of facade treatment also came from the historic shop houses. 

As a landmark building of the area, its “pitch roof” fagade gave people 

hints w hat’s the character of the area it inherited. And also its modern 

language acts as a bridge between past and present, also a bridge

between Duxton Plain and Central Business District.

S ectional v iew  o f th e  house

ns

Traditional Shop House Around Duxton
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Double facade skin gives us ability to control cross ventilation in the 

residential units. It's important especially for the upper floor units.
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Conclusion

Every different type of climate has its own critical issues need to be deal 

with when we create a space inside. In the Tropical climate, the cross 

ventilation is extremely important to cool down the building. It's also about 

the energy efficient. In the country such as Singapore without natural 

resource, efficiently using energy is encouraged. Here we only have 

chance to research and study the cross ventilation possibility. But there still 

have some other important issues such as sun and rain.

City planners and architects in Southeast Asia, as elsewhere, cannot 

escape responsibility for the environmental crisis which threatens our 

planet. It is essential that every design decision should be sensitive to the 

ecological repercussions at a local, regional and global level.

There must be a radical shift in our values and sensibilities expressed in a 

code of , environmental ethics' for professionals concerned with the 

planning, design and administration of the built environment. 

Ecological-consciousness must becom e a cornerstone of professional

practice.
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